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About This Game

"Deadly Rooms of Death" (DROD) is a turn-based strategy and tactics puzzle game series. It is a 2D top-down puzzle adventure
that focuses on pure gameplay mechanics, best described succinctly as "chess in a Zelda-like environment." The DROD series

began over a decade ago and has enthralled thousands of players.

Swordplay and puzzles combine in this thinking man's dungeon crawl. It's simple to learn, with just a handful of commands to
master. This game's rogue-like exterior belies clever puzzle design and unique play mechanics that provide amazing depth. Each

room is a hand-crafted puzzle that you solve by clearing out all the monsters with your Really Big Sword without letting any
reach and kill you. Monster types each have their own AI, with deterministic movement patterns. Puzzle elements and terrain
types help and hinder you in solving each puzzle. You start by learning basic mechanics and fighting techniques, and then the

difficulty steadily ramps up as each room you face presents a fresh challenge with a logical solution. This game features a novel
play style, with story- and puzzle-driven voiced dialogue delivered inline with hardcore puzzle solving that involves a mix of
strategy, tactics, lateral thinking and linchpins. As developers, our goal is to present you with a novel experience where game

mechanics are paramount. DROD will give you that "just one more room" feeling.

This game is the entry-point title in the ongoing DROD franchise. "Gunthro" is designed as an beginner-level offering to the
DROD world, with both new players and veterans in mind. The level layout is has multiple hub areas to explore as you progress.

The game starts easy, has a smooth learning curve and an integrated online hints system. You should be pleased by the puzzle
designs that went into this game, making for a delightful blend of fun and challenge. A level editor and enthusiastic player

community make this a game you can relish for years.

Main game features
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 Over 300 puzzle rooms across 25 levels, each organized around different combinations of puzzle elements.

 All-new enhanced version of the "Gunthro and the Epic Blunder" campaign!

 Over 25,000 usermade rooms available for download!

 Dozens of secret areas and optional extra challenge levels that lie in store for the more curious and adventuresome,
uncovered in a variety of ways.

 Varied elements and monster types like rock golems, giant serpents, wraithwings, and evil eyes, each with a distinctive
AI behavior and requiring different strategies and tactics to conquer.

 Hours of contextual music composed by synthpop artist Jon Sonnenberg of Travelogue.

 New and upgraded in-game artwork, including three all-new terrain styles, with real-time lighting and a range of
environmental effects.

 Full-featured level/campaign editor, with custom scripting engine and modding capabilities

 Active and friendly player community

 Hi-score competition and hints system via our CaravelNet service

The story:

In this game, Beethro Budkin recounts an epic tale of adventure to his precocious nephews about his grandfather, Gunthro
Budkin, and his exploits in the dangerous nation of Rasarus. Gunthro is a third-generation smitemaster and a rather ugly man.

Smitemasters are hard-bitten, muscled veteran dungeon exterminators that slay hideous beasties in dark places for a living. You
know Gunthro will get the job done, and you'll happily pay him to clear your basement of giant man-eating dungeon roaches.

When the Rasarun king is slain by an officer of Tueno, Gunthro is recruited by Rasarus to defend his country and reclaim its
honor. However, as Gunthro searches deeper, he will find that things are not quite as they seem.

Experience the unique turn-based puzzle dungeon adventure of DROD!

Deluxe Bundle:
Contains:

DROD: Gunthro and the Epic Blunder

DROD OST: Deadly Music of Death, Volumes 1 and 2
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Title: DROD: Gunthro and the Epic Blunder
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Caravel Games
Publisher:
Caravel Games
Release Date: 2 Apr, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win XP+

Processor: 500MHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB

DirectX: Version 5.2

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: Optional

English
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drod gunthro and the epic blunder download. drod gunthro and the epic blunder

While I completely suck at making prisons Ive loved escape mode. Sadly even if I wanted to play either modes I simply cannot
because the game constantly crashes while i play it. Completely frustrated that I cant play the game ive had for years. A fun
point and click puzzle game, with some terrific steampunk-inspired artwork. The puzzles are not too hard, which I think is a
good thing.. This was an amazing game, I loved it! However, as someone who doesn't play a lot of platformers, I have to warn
other amateur platformers that you will need patience and perserverance to get through! 9/10. "No Mai, no buy." Mai Shiranui is
a character who sells a lot. Her 3D model looks nice here, and since she's already extremely erotic in The King of Fighters
series, she definitively fits here.

Her moveset looks fun and you can actually use her special move inputs from KoF to perform them here, which means, you can
throw fans at your opponent or burn them to death. Even her throw animations look like her KoF throws. It gives me an idea
how KoFIX will look like in terms of gameplay.

Apparently, she lacks an English voice, but I never tested it because I don't care for English voices and never turn them on. I do
wish that Ami Koshimizu would put a little bit more effort into her "Yo! Nippon Ichi!"

It's too bad that she has only two costumes available, especially compared to Naotora Ii who has at least five costumes from the
get-go. However, I don't think I'd ever would put her into a different costume unless it's even more revealing.. Great
challenging
extremely difficult and fun
fast pase. This game is interested concept and characters are cute,

but interfaces and systems are inconvenient to me.

First, res is 800x600 only.

Second, Other unicode is not playable, except English and Japanese.

So I had to play with NTLEA programs that help can't play set unicode.

My playtime is marked about 20 minute, but actually I am played this game

about 1~2 hours with NTLEA.

Third, Battle system is depend on random and don't need to thinking about tactics.

I did select higher card and higher skill only, because battle system is too simple to think.

Forth, this company is do not fix often. I searched other games that was made this company

and saw that's record of patches. So I think game is not better soon.

Character's are cute, and Concept developing my team is well done.

But this game is need that battle systems more addictable and

Configurations are more comfortable.

I am really like anime-like game(not Visual novel) but had no choice but to refund

to these fault reasons.

If it is fix many things, I am gladly repurchase this.
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While the game works fine, it's repetitive and barely increments on its premise: throw the Glaive. You end up with one tired arm
(your other arm is worthless), a twisted up VR headset cable, and very little sense of accomplishment.. It's pretty good yeah. Its
a fun and cheap, on keyboard it can be a satisfying buttonmash-hackn'slash but your wrists will regret it.

The overview map plays like the mount and blade version but a lot simpler, while the mini battles you get after an enemy
encounter with your's and the enemy's troops skirmish... with you in the mix mashing is to all hell, and boi is it fun.. Multiplayer
doesn't work.

Rest of the game seems okay. I'll probably keep it. But jeez dudes. I just wanted that sweet sweet multi magic.. Broken Reality
is a first-person adventure with a vaporwave theme. You gather powers through items such as a liker which allows you to
interact with things, a sword to slash viruses and a cursor to click on windows that will transport you to them.

You explore an online world with sub-areas called servers, with many different users and characters.

The Pros:
- A unique vaporwave aesthetic, which is rarely seen in games.
- An accessible game experience with interesting puzzles that give you those "aha!" moments we all love.
- A killer soundtrack that sport the various sub-genres of vaporwave.

The Cons:
- Has some level design flaws. Not everything is properly telegraphed, and it feels confusing. Figuring something out eventually
doesn't seem rewarding, just makes you a bit annoyed. However, it's not riddled with bad level design. It's just the bad part are
particularly bad.
- Confusing objectives. It's not always clear what you have to do. It's not so bad that you have to look at a guide, but I sometimes
asked myself "was I supposed to do it that way?"

The best level in my opinion is the one called GeoCity. It has a pleasing atmosphere with calming music with an obvious
reference to a known vaporwave album.
The worst level is surprisingly the last one. I was confused almost constantly, and bears the problems mentioned in the Cons. It's
also the worst looking one, and it hurt my eyes after a while. It felt more like it was just a bad aesthetic, and not the intentionally
slightly old and crappy aesthetic that vaporwave is known for. While the last level is bad, the ending sequence of the game is one
of the best parts. I don't want to spoil it, it's really good.

All in all, if you like or love vaporwave, you will most likely like this game. It's one of the few full vaporwave games out there
and took me around 6.5 hours to complete on my first playthrough. I did play the demo and knew what to do in the first level, so
a completely blind run might take 7-7.5 hours to complete.

It's a rare, full vaporwave experience. Get it now if you are even remotely interested.. fun lil game, worth. 13/10
BEST. GAME. EVER.. I am a fan of the Fabulous series and Angela's High School Reunion was no exception. The characters
are dramatic and the story is dramatic. I also liked the variety of settings, making each chapter feel fresh and new. I also found
this game more challenging than the previous game, which was kind of nice to up the ante.

Unfortunately for me, the continuous stages were bugged. It made me glad I bought this game on sale.

I will be looking forward to buying the next one though!
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